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exprimo aqui.id is a one-stop shop for testing your languages speaking ability. you can test yourself
on phrases from various topics on one page, use those tests to compare yourself to other people or
to the other languages youve studied. i found a very helpful online tutorial (in portuguese) here for

those of us looking to read portuguese online on the bus, train, or other travel mode. its a great way
to keep your mind off the boring road trips and that annoying playlists on the radio. once youve

mastered the basics, there are quite a few sites to help you further your understanding.
dailydiveinto.com is a bit like an esl dictionary that supports all the major language families on each
page. its a little pop-up window when youve searched that shows all the linked pages. think of it as
wikipedia for language. you can expand and collapse what you want and click on pages to read. it

works perfectly on mobile, and also a great companion to any text-to-speech app. for me, the
spokespeak dictionary is the best, its huge with text-to-speech capabilities. being able to easily play
the list of words on my phone or watch them on a computer opened my eyes to the different word
usages that i had never thought of. its almost as if you were listening to a native speaker talk. its
also a great app for kids. there is an ipoe app for you youngsters, too. just be sure to be aware of

how they handle deletions and what happens when you start typing. the biggest hurdle is when its
all in portuguese, not often found on many phones/devices. the portuguese internet archive is an
amazing online resource, beyond what you may have seen before. the portuguese government
launched it in 2005 to make all the text in the portuguese language accessible, translated into

english, and easy to find. its a collection of every page ever published on portuguese websites on the
web. it includes scholarly publications, translations, political speeches, and every other kind of
content that you can find in portuguese. its searchable via a web browser or, with a tiny bit of

configuration on their end, via a computer app. gives you portuguese in history, social sciences,
politics, economics, sports, magazines, children, and so on. theres a bit of lag time depending on the
internet connection (keep an eye on it), and it also uses a bit of javascript to render the pages. its a

great way to get an overview, but its not as useful for reading the original articles.
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oh, and, whoops, i forgot to
mention the one resource that i

wouldnt advise using as a
substitute for a good real book

or resource in order to learn
spanish! a good and

inexpensive (free) resource is
google translate . it still

requires a web connection, but
its really good (much better

than the microsoft one), and i
think you get more context if

you use it in conjunction with a
good book or resource. but,
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again, please, do not substitute
a real book or resource! i hope

these resources help. if you
have any other ways to watch
or read online subtitled media,
please let me know! im always

interested in hearing about
websites or resources that

others have found useful. the
last few months, i’ve been

working on understanding how
you can use your feelings

about what you want, or your
intent to act on the things you
want. the main concept is that
if you can understand the why
of something, you can apply
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that to any situation. daniel
tells it like it is, if youre looking
for a white, straightforward, no-

bullshit,no-jingoist look at
america, look no further. for
just $1 a day, you can follow
the two-way on your podcast

player of choice. each day, we
sit down, have a sensible

conversation about what really
matters, cover topics of

interest to all americans, and
then let you listen to that

conversation over the course of
a few hours. it really is one of
the best podcasts out there,
and well worth your time. on
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this episode, we discuss
everything from the latest

trump tweets, to sports, to the
use of guns, to whether or not

people should leave the
country. 5ec8ef588b
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